
Lesson 12: Answer Key 1

Sample Responses for How Healing Happened Chart

Event on
the

Timeline

Stitches removed
and dissolved

Swelling lessened and gone Pain gone Cast and pins removed
Normal shoe,

no crutches needed

What we
can

explain
about
how

healing
happened

for this
event to

occur

The stitches were no longer
needed because skin cells
made more skin cells to fill
the gap and close the skin.
Muscle cells made more
muscle cells to fill the gap
and reconnect the muscles
underneath the skin. These
cells were able to grow and
split to form new cells
because blood brought what
the cells needed to grow,
which got into the cells
through the cell membrane.

The swelling went away
because the tissues healed as
new cells filled the gaps. The
extra fluid carried away the
waste (cells that can no
longer function) so the
remaining cells can make new
cells in that area. The extra
blood isn’t needed anymore
to support making new cells
once the gap is full.

The pain was gone because
the nerves are no longer
sending pain signals to the
brain. The nerves were
sending pain signals to the
brain to remind the student
not to use that area while it
was healing, but now that it’s
healed, the student can start
using that body part again.
The student feels tingling but
cannot feel everything on top
of the foot because the
nerves are still healing; their
structures aren’t fully
functioning to send those
signals back to the brain.

The cast and pins were
removed because bone cells
filled the gaps/cracks so the
bones aren’t broken anymore.
These cells were able to form
new bone cells because blood
brought what the cells
needed to grow, which  got
into the cells through the cell
membrane.

The student can wear a
regular shoe and walk without
crutches because the bone,
muscle, and skin are all
working again and can
function together as a body
system to move the student
around. The skin, muscle, and
bone are attached so that the
bones move when the
muscles attached to them
move.
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Event on
the

Timeline

Stitches removed
and dissolved

Swelling lessened and gone Pain gone Cast and pins removed
Normal shoe,

no crutches needed

Evidence

We know that cells can grow
and split because we saw a
video of them doing that. We
know those new cells can fill
an injured area because we
saw skin regrow and fill that
area in the timelapse of the
scraped knee. Since cells are
living, we know that they
need things like food to grow
because the bacteria cells
grew more with more food
around them. We read in the
article about blood that it
brings food particles and
water to all parts of the body.
We know that those things
from the blood can get into
the cells through the cell
membranes because we saw
onion cells’ membranes and
cytoplasm shrink and expand
when we added salt water
and water.

We read in the report about
the injured finger that the
doctor said the swelling
would go away on its own as
the tissues healed. We know
that blood plasma carries
away waste, so it makes
sense that the extra fluid in
the swollen area can carry
away waste (there’s more
fluid to carry away more than
usual waste from the injury).
Our bodies are not typically
swollen - the usual amount of
blood is enough for what our
cells usually need, but the
doctor said that the swelling
reaction also brings extra
blood to the area. That makes
sense because lots of new
cells need to be produced to
repair the damaged tissue, so
they’ll need everything the
blood can bring them.

We read in the article about
nerves having long branches
to send signals to the brain
so we can feel things. We also
read that nerves send
pain signals to the brain to
make us pay attention to the
area that is injured so we’re
careful with it and try to help
it heal.

We know that cells can make
new cells because we saw a
video of them doing that. We
know those new cells can fill
an injured area because in the
timelapse of the scraped
knee, we saw the skin regrow
and fill in that area. We know
that cells need things like
food to grow because the
bacteria cells grew more with
more food around them. We
read in the article about
blood that it brings food
particles and water to all
parts of the body. We know
that those things from the
blood can get into the cells
through the cell membranes
because we saw onion cells’
membranes and cytoplasm
shrink and expand when we
added salt water and water.

When we saw the chicken
wing, all its parts had to
interact for it to move. The
chicken wing system did not
function when the bone,
muscle, and skin were broken.
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